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Abstract

Monitoring and Quality Assurance in the Food Supply Chain is a Network of

Excellence funded by the European Union. This Network of Excellence aims to

make food safer by harmonizing the quality of methods used for food control. Part

of this process involves the development and validation of new methods, including

rapid methods and emerging technologies; the production of practical harmonized

guidance on method validation and criteria for analytical methods; and the

production of reference and testing materials to be used for food control.

New technologies and analytical research enable us to measure new and

emerging food contaminants and other chemicals that may be a threat to the

health of the consumer. Once risk assessment confirms the threat, legislation may

be enacted to limit the amount of these chemicals present in food that is sold. In

order to enforce this legislation it is necessary to be able to detect the presence of

chemical and measure its concentration in food. Hence, the consumer protection

provided by enforcement depends on how well the measurement method per-

forms. We need to be confident that measurement methods are performing

sufficiently well to protect the consumer, without leading to the rejection of large

quantities of food that comply with legislation. A number of approaches that can

be used to provide confidence include: the use of standard methods, the use of

analytical criteria that describe the performance of a method, and consideration of

fitness for purpose based on measurement uncertainty. This paper examines the

utility and ease of application of the different approaches. In addition a simple

method for assessing fitness for purpose, the uncertainty profile, is discussed.
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Introduction

Food control laboratories are often generalist facilities that

are required to offer a wide range of capability, often not

only in the food sector, and while under variable and

sometimes considerable financial restraint. Similarly the

level of technology and analytical expertise may vary between

laboratories. Hence, many such laboratories rely on the

availability of standard methods from a variety of sources that

are easy to implement, sufficiently robust and that have been

shown to meet the requirements of legislation.

Identification of chemicals in food that might cause

concern for human health is not straightforward because,

typically, toxicologists and analytical chemists each wait for
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the other to make the first move. Toxicologists are reluctant to

study chemicals unless there is evidence of exposure (to

measure exposure requires an analytical method). In turn,

analytical chemists do not prioritize compounds for method

development unless there is evidence that they may cause

harm, which requires output from a toxicological evaluation.

Evidence of new exposure to chemicals from the diet is

usually first uncovered as a result of research, often using

new analytical methods, sometimes based on new technol-

ogy, that extends the scope of analytical chemistry into new

territory: lower concentrations, new analytes, or difficult

sample types. The most famous example of this is the

detection of organo-chlorine pesticides at previously unde-

tectable concentrations in a wide range of samples following

the development of the electron capture detector by James

Lovelock (1958).

If chemicals newly identified in food raise concern among

regulators, it is important to be able to gather reliable data

on exposure to form a basis for risk assessment. The

gathering of reliable data requires analytical methods with

known performance characteristics to ensure that risk

assessments are based on accurate quantitative measure-

ments, and that regulations can be reliably and defensibly

enforced. This means that the new analytical method based

on new technology, applied by ‘rocket scientists’, must be

converted to, or replaced by, a method that can be used

more widely, and that the performance of this method can

be characterized. One way of doing this is to produce a

‘standard method’.

Standard methods

So what are the drivers for converting a research method

into a standard method and what is the process for achieving

the conversion? The top level drivers for the production of

standard methods of analysis are those that apply to

standardization per se (CEN, n.d.). A standard can provide

a definition of consensus among interested parties and

stakeholders (e.g. vendors, buyers, enforcement agencies,

academia, etc.) and possibly best practice in the sector to

which it is applied, support free trade within its domain, and

reduce costs associated with instability, fragmentation and

overlap in practice and responsibilities. The economic

benefits of standardization may be large. For example

standardization (as a whole, not just in analytical methods)

has been estimated to account for 13% of growth in labour

productivity between 1948 and 2005 and made an annual

contribution d 2.5 billion to the UK economy. Studies in

Germany, France and Denmark suggest that standardization

benefits Gross Domestic Product by approximately 1%

(CEN, n.d.).

For analyses undertaken in support of food consumer

protection in the legal context of ‘free trade’ [e.g. between

World Trade Organisation members or within the European

Union (EU)] there is a requirement for agreed methods of

analysis or methods with agreed performance. If imported

goods are to be rejected on the basis of non-compliance with

regulations, there needs to be an agreement on how these

controls are enforced in different countries and agreement

that this is done in a uniform manner. Within the EU, there

are agreements for free trade, but there are 27 different

competent authorities with an even larger number of

National Reference Laboratories and many more official

control laboratories. Hence there is a need for standardiza-

tion of some kind to remove ‘instability, fragmentation and

overlap’ (CEN, n.d.). Therefore EU Directive 85/591/EEC:

‘Introduction of Community methods of sampling and

analysis’ and Regulation 882/2004: ‘Official control of food-

stuffs’ have been introduced to enforce feed and food law,

animal health and welfare rules and monitor and verify that

the relevant requirements therein are fulfilled by business

operators at all stages of production, processing distribution

and processing within the EU.

Directive 85/591/EEC concerning the introduction of

community methods of sampling and analysis for the

monitoring of foodstuffs intended for human consumption

says in the preamble: ‘Whereas the methods of sampling and

analysis used for this purpose can have direct repercussions

on the establishment and functioning of the common

market; whereas they should, therefore, be harmonized. . .’.

Article 2 goes on to state that ‘the introduction of the

measures provided for in Article 1 (1) shall not preclude

Member States from using other tested and scientifically valid

methods provided that this does not hinder the free move-

ment of products recognized as complying with the rules by

virtue of community methods’. However, in the event of

differences in the interpretation of results, those obtained by

the use of community methods shall be determinant.

As designing and describing methods of analysis or other

technical product specifications is not the primary objective

of EU policy making, the current approach, which is fully in

line with the ‘New Approach’ (Council Resolution of 7 May

1985 on a new approach to technical harmonization and

standards) and the ‘Better Regulation’ initiative, is to leave it

to the European standardization system to develop stan-

dards in support of EU policies and legislation. This general

approach is also reflected in Regulation 882/2004 where

a ‘hierarchy’ of methods of analysis to be used for
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official control purposes is described. Article 11 lays down

that sampling and analysis methods used in the context

of official controls shall comply with relevant community

rules or,

(a) if no such rules exist, with internationally recognized

rules or protocols, for example those that the European

Committee for Standardization (CEN) has accepted or

those agreed in national legislation, or,

(b) in the absence of the above, with other methods fit for

the intended purpose or developed in accordance with

scientific protocols.

The practical advantages associated with the use of

standard methods are:

� They are generally methods that are based on widely

accepted principles with sufficient validation data and

proven transferability to other laboratories.

� They give a clear description with all details including

calibration and calculation.

� They have been agreed by the interested parties and

stakeholders.

� Standard methods are usually designed to use equipment

and techniques that can be accessed by as wide a range of

laboratories as possible.

� Accreditation bodies would only need to review a stan-

dard method once in detail.

� Many standards are available in more than one language

(CEN produces standards in English, German and French).

� They are particularly useful if it is necessary to demonstrate

to, and gain agreement from, all stakeholders that actions

based on the results of analytical tests are a necessary protec-

tion for consumers rather than potential barrier to free trade.

� They are also a starting point for new laboratories, for

laboratories involved with a wide range of functions where a

variety of analyses are undertaken.

However, there are some disadvantages associated with

standardization and standard methods. For example, the

process of converting a good analytical method into a

standard method can be laborious. The basis for any method

used to enforce food safety regulatory requirements is

providing evidence that a method delivers valid results. A

newly developed and single-laboratory validated method

will then normally be subject to formal validation by

collaborative trial, usually organized by the method provider

or sometimes by a standards body such as AOAC, CEN or

the like using the agreed international protocols (ISO 5725-

2, 1994; Horwitz, 1995). The performance data from such an

exercise can be used to give a firmer indication of fitness for

purpose across a number of laboratories. Valid sets of results

from at least eight laboratories are usually required for such

a ring trial to give sufficient data to calculate repeatability

and reproducibility. The method may then go through a

process of being considered, approved and eventually issued

as a standard. The process of converting a method that is

considered to have demonstrated sufficiently good perfor-

mance into as a standard method will usually take at least 2

years (Figure 1).

Prescribing (usually by legislation) or agreeing (trade

bodies) on the use of a standardized method has been the

traditional approach to harmonization in food and feed

analysis which was applied by the Codex Alimentarius

Commission and EU. While this approach may be simpler

for all parties when deciding which of a range of possible

analytical methods to use, prescribing a specific method of

analysis means: the analyst is denied freedom of choice and

thus may be required to use a standard method in some

situations where there may be other methods which could

do a better job; the use of automation and up to date

methods is inhibited; it is administratively difficult to

change a method found to be unsatisfactory or inferior to

another (often new) method.

Alternative approaches to select analytical
methods for official control purposes

A current alternative to the use of agreed or prescribed

analytical methods is the use of analytical methods with

agreed or prescribed performance. There are a number of

ways in which the performance of methods may be described

which may be particularly useful for different stakeholders.

Broadly, method performance might be described using:

analytical ‘criteria’ such as those traditionally used by analysts

(the criteria approach), measurement uncertainty as applied

in analytical chemistry since around the turn of the century

(the standard uncertainty approach), or by evaluating the

consequences of measurement uncertainty for stakeholders

(the uncertainty profile approach). The strengths and fea-

tures of these approaches are discussed here.

The criteria approach

Under this approach a range of acceptable values is defined

for a number of parameters that describe the performance of

the method. Typically these are parameters used by analysts

working in the laboratory and may include technique-

specific technical parameters such as chromatographic re-

solution (Ettre, 1993) or DNA quality (The European Net-

work of Genetically Modified Organism Laboratories, 2008)
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or higher level general parameters such as repeatability, and

reproducibility standard deviations (Currie & Svehla, 1994),

and recovery (Thompson et al., 1999).

The earliest example of the criteria approach in European

legislation is found in Directive 98/53/EC (EU, 1998). This

Directive, contains ‘recommended’ criteria for a number of

analytes. For the analysis of Aflatoxin M1 in liquid milk they

are: that ‘blank’ samples should give a ‘negligible’ response;

that recovery should be between 50% and 120% for samples

that contain between 0.01 and 0.5 mg L�1 analyte and be-

tween 70% and 110% for samples that contain more than

0.5mg L�1 analyte; and it is recommended that the reprodu-

cibility relative standard deviation should be no greater than

that given by the unmodified Horwitz equation (Horwitz

et al., 1980) with a ‘maximum permitted value’ not greater

than twice the value given by the Horwitz equation. These

criteria align well with those used to assess the performance

of a method by collaborative trial, and probably represent

the minimum set of criteria that can be used to control

method performance effectively (one criterion to do with

bias and one to do with variation). They lead to the position

where any method that has performed reasonably well in a

collaborative trial can be used for official control.

Sometimes a more extensive set of criteria are applied.

For example Regulation 1883/2006 (EU, 2006a) (methods

for sampling and analysis for dioxins in some food stuffs)

uses the criteria approach and, for ‘confirmatory methods’

sets out the basic (one for precision, one for bias) criteria

that reproducibility standard deviation shall be o 15 % and

trueness shall lie within � 20 % for dioxins toxic equivalents

at 0.5� , 1� and 2� ‘the level of interest’.

However, many other criteria are also set out in the

Regulation:

� An upper limit for ‘detectable quantities’.

� A requirement for ‘high selectivity’.

Time (months) Working Group Technical Committee Stakeholders
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Working group

proposes method
Item accepted by TC

3
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9
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15 Final Draft
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First working
document in CEN

format

Disscussion and
amendment

Prepare French and
German text

Circulate Draft to EU
countries Comments made

by EU countries

Prepare final draft

Formal vote of EU
standardisation

bodies
Ratification and

publication

CEN Standard is implimented

Translate final draft

Figure 1 Process of making a European Standard (EN) in CEN National Members (European Union countries plus Croatia, Norway, Iceland and

Switzerland).
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� Recovery must be between 60% and 120 % (unless the

congener makes a small enough contribution to the total

toxic equivalents).

� A requirement that gas chromatographic resolution of

two particular isomers be sufficiently high.

� A maximum limit for the difference between the ‘upper-

bound’ and ‘lowerbound’ estimates [effectively another

target for limit of detection (LOD)].

In addition to the criteria for method performance a

number of methodological and quality control procedures

are prescribed, which may be thought of as fixed, or

standardized parts of the analytical method.

Another important example of the criteria approach is

Decision 2002/657/EC (EU, 2002) which gives both criteria

for methods and designs for the experiments necessary to

show that criteria are met.

The criteria approach as used in EU legislation gives

greater flexibility than the standard method approach,

mainly by removing the bureaucratic barriers to the use of

new or modified methods. This avoids the situation of

having many good methods of analysis available, which

meet requirements as regards method performance charac-

teristics, but which are not considered by Codex, EU or

other bodies simply because of time and organizational

constraints. The amount of laboratory work necessary to

demonstrate that a method meets criteria is not much

reduced compared with that generally used in the standard

method approach if reproducibility standard deviation is

explicitly included as a criterion because some kind of

collaborative trial is still required. The time-consuming

standardization process is not necessary; however, some-

times to the detriment of making only a limited method

documentation available.

There remain some limitations to, and potential pro-

blems for, the criteria approach:

� The criteria approach cannot be directly applied to

empirical methods because results must be comparable to

apply it.

� It can be difficult for all stakeholders to tell which of two

methods, each with different values for six or seven factors

used as criteria, is best for them.

� As the number of criteria increases there is a choice

between more adequate methods ‘failing’1 or having to

widen the acceptable range of values for each factor which

may allow inadequate methods to ‘pass’.

If these issues are a problem, they can be dealt with using

measurement uncertainty to assess the performance of

analytical methods.

The standard uncertainty approach

Under this more recent approach to method validation, the

performance of a method is described by the expected

standard uncertainty2 associated with measurement results.

The standard uncertainty associated with a method is a

single parameter that gives an estimate of the combined

effect of the individual factors that describe the method on

how far we can expect a measurement result to lie from a

true concentration. The tipping point from traditional

multi-criteria method validation towards modern ap-

proaches to validation occurred with the publication of the

second edition of the Eurachem guide on analytical mea-

surement uncertainty (Eurachem, 2000) and the IUPAC/

ISO/AOAC harmonized guidelines for Single Laboratory

Validation of Analytical methods (Thompson et al., 2002).

The harmonized guidelines retained traditional validation

parameters but introduced measurement uncertainty as a

central part of method validation and included the very

valuable observation that ‘. . . method validation is tanta-

mount to the estimation of measurement uncertainty’.

Standard uncertainty can be estimated using two broad

classes of method: first, those based on the bottom-up

approach:

1. Describe the method.

2. Identify the individual sources of uncertainty associated

with each component of the method.

3. Carry out experiments to get estimates of the size the

uncertainty associated with each component of the method.

If there is a 95% probability that a sufficiently good method

will produce results that meet one criterion, then the

probability that the method will produce results that meets

all seven such criteria may be as low as 70%. (0.957 = 0.70).

Strictly standard uncertainty is a number attached to an

individual measurement result that describes the size of the

uncertainty associated with a result. Methods do not have a

standard uncertainty. However, we can use the concept of

measurement uncertainty to describe method performance

by estimating an expected standard uncertainty: the size of

uncertainty we can expect to be associated with results when

we use the method, provided that internal quality control

measures are in place and the method is shown to be under

statistical control. When the term measurement uncertainty

is applied to a method, as it often is, it should be understood

to mean expected measurement uncertainty.
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4. Combine the uncertainties mathematically to get an

estimate of the standard uncertainty.

And second, those based on the top-down approach:

1. Describe the method.

2. Identify the individual sources of uncertainty associated

with each component of the method.

3. Use the method to undertake measurements under con-

ditions that allow all of the method components to vary over

their natural range.

4. Use the observed variation in results as an estimate of

measurement uncertainty.

A critical review (EU, 2004) of the bottom-up approach

describes it as ‘absurd and budget busting’, and helpfully

provides a fifth Step, ‘You can come back later and add in

those factors that you initially overlooked or which are

pointed out to you by your colleagues or by your friendly

assessor months after the report has been delivered and

forgotten’.

In practice, the expected standard uncertainty may be

most reliably estimated with the minimum of mathematical

fuss using a mostly top-down approach whereby the size of

the measurement variation is estimated using a collaborative

trial (ISO 5725-2, 1994) or a single-laboratory (Horwitz,

1995) study, and the size of the uncertainty associated with

bias is estimated using a certified reference material, if

available, or spiking experiments. Another method that

may give a very simple and reliable estimate of uncertainty

for a single laboratory, but may take some time to achieve

(because a minimum of about eight sets of results are

needed), is to use results from proficiency testing to estimate

standard uncertainty (Castle et al., 2004).

Decision 2002/657/EC (EU, 2002) does not include

approaches to validation based on consideration of expected

standard uncertainty. However, subsequent ‘Guidelines for

the Implementation of Decision 2002/657/EC’ (EU, 2008)

state that ‘when determined correctly by systematically

taking into account all relevant influencing factors possibly

affecting the measurement results, the within-laboratory

reproducibility can be regarded as a good estimator for the

combined measurement uncertainty of the individual meth-

ods. Further prerequisites are the use of recovery-corrected

data and the fact that the uncertainty of the recovery was

taken into account the one or the other way’. The guidelines

also say that factors used to calculate expanded uncertainty

should be the same as those used to calculate the decision

limit CCa and the detection capability CCb in 2002/657/EC

(EU, 2002).

Although we have said here that expected standard

uncertainty is a single parameter that describes method

performance it is important to remember that, in general,

the absolute size of measurement uncertainty varies with the

concentration of the analyte. In analytical chemistry the

form of the relation is usually given using a two-component

model (Rocke & Lorenzato, 1995; Eurachem, 2000):

uðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2

0 þ RSU2:x2

q
ð1Þ

where u(x) is the expected standard uncertainty associated

with results of measurements at concentration x; u0 is the

fixed component of uncertainty, the value to which standard

uncertainty tends as concentration approaches zero; and

RSU is the proportional component of uncertainty, the

value that relative standard uncertainty approaches as

analyte concentration increases. Hence, a criteria can be set

such that at a concentration x (e.g. ‘the concentration of

interest’ such as a legislative limit), the expected measure-

ment uncertainty must be no greater than that calculated

using Equation (1) with u0 and RSU set to maximum

acceptable values.

An example of the standard uncertainty approach applied

to methods for the official control of lead, cadmium,

mercury, inorganic tin, 3-monochloropropane-1,2-diol (3-

MCPD) and benzo(a)pyrene in foodstuffs is found in

Commission Regulation 333/2007 (EU, 2007). The ap-

proach may be used where a limited number of fully

validated methods of analysis exist. Here, an equation of

the form of Equation (1) [Equation (2) below) is used to

define a maximum standard uncertainty:

uf ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðLOD=2Þ2 þ ðaCÞ2

q
ð2Þ

. The equation is implicitly based on the assumption that

LOD has been calculated as 2� u0 [see Equation (1)]. A

range of different values for a are given (Table 1) which are a

little less than those produced by the modified Horwitz

equation (Thompson, 2000). For 3-MCPD an upper limit

for LOD of 5 mg kg�1 is given in the analytical criteria

Table 1 Factors used to set maximum standard uncertainty in

European legislation

Concentration (C, mg kg�1) a

� 50 0.20

51–500 0.18

501–1000 0.15

1001–10 000 0.12

4 10 000 0.10
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section. Hence, the maximum allowed standard uncertainty

for the measurement of 3-MCPD is given by Figure 2. The

discontinuity in the curve is caused by ‘a’ changing from

0.20 to 0.18 when moving from 50 to 51mg kg�1 (Table 1).

An equation with the form of Equation (2) and the

values for a shown in Table 1 are used to define the

maximum standard uncertainty for official control by

chemical analysis for all purposes where the ‘standard

uncertainty’ approach is included in legislation. However,

this can sometimes lead to problems. For example (EU,

2006b) includes the standard uncertainty approach for

methods for the official control of mycotoxins in foodstuffs

with the usual equation for maximum standard uncertainty

and values for a. However, no upper limit for LOD is

specified anywhere in the legislation because ‘The detection

limits of the methods used are not stated as the precision

values are given at the concentrations of interest’. This

means that, strictly, there is no upper limit to the expected

standard uncertainty for an analytical method that could,

under certain circumstances, be used in accordance with the

Regulation (EU, 2006b) (usually the LOD of the method is

used instead).

The main advantage of the use of the expected standard

uncertainty as the validation parameter is that it expresses

the performance of a method in a single parameter on a scale

that matters to most users of analytical results. In general the

users of results do not care about the linearity of a calibra-

tion curve, the repeatability of results or the recovery

associated with them, but they do want to know, or at least

may understand the meaning of, how far away a measure-

ment result might be from a true concentration.

A second advantage is that the standard uncertainty (or

relative standard uncertainty) associated with a measure-

ment result is a natural scale for expressing analytical

performance that does not contain any hidden assumptions

about the use to which measurement results may be put.

This is in contrast to other quantities that can be used to

express measurement performance such as LOD or limit of

quantification.

In general we should expect that no more laboratory work

should be necessary to estimate standard uncertainty than is

necessary to evaluate the factors used in the criteria

approach.

The main disadvantage of the standard uncertainty

approach is the perceived complexity, for analysts, of

calculating estimates of standard uncertainty using methods

described in the most cited guides (ISO/IEC Guide 98, 1995;

EU, 2002) which tend to focus on the more demanding

bottom-up approaches. However, a range of options, in-

cluding some very simple approaches for calculating stan-

dard uncertainty can be found within these and other

guides:

� Using results generated during single laboratory valida-

tion (Horwitz, 1995; EU, 2004).

� Using proficiency test results (Castle et al., 2004).

� Using collaborative trial results (Eurachem, 2000; EU,

2004).

There is perhaps a remaining issue: that it is not always

obvious how stakeholders should use estimates of standard

uncertainty when interpreting results though clear and

relevant guidance exists (EU, 2004), and assessing whether

a method is likely to give a fit for purpose result. The

uncertainty profile is an attempt to provide a simple method

to do this.

The uncertainty profile approach

An uncertainty profile (Macarthur et al., 2010) is a graphical

representation of the size of the expected measurement

uncertainty associated with a method. An uncertainty

profile is produced by plotting the expected mean measure-

ment result, and a confidence interval within which a high

proportion (usually 90% or 95%) of results can be expected

to lie, across a range of estimated true concentrations. The

profile can then be used to give an estimate of the range of

concentrations for which the method can be expected to

give fit for purpose results (sufficiently small measurement

uncertainty), and other quantities such as the critical level

(lowest measurement result that reliably demonstrates that

the analyte is present above a threshold concentration), the

limit of control (lowest true concentration that will reliably
Figure 2 Maximum standard uncertainty for methods used for the

official control of 3-monochloropropane-1,2-diol in food.
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give a measurement result above the critical level) and limit

of assurance (highest true concentration that will reliably

give a measurement result below the critical level). An

uncertainty profile can also be used to compare different

measures of method validity such as comparison against

criteria for precision and bias or to a target standard

uncertainty. A method for constructing and using an

uncertainty profile is given in detail in Macarthur et al.

(2010).

Figure 3 gives an example of an uncertainty profile

calculated using the results of a collaborative trial for

a method for the measurement of 3-MCPD in food

(Brereton et al., 2001). The lines describing the profile

are disjointed. This is often the case for uncertainty pro-

files based on collaborative trials, which rely on estimates

of reproducibility standard deviation, from a relatively

small number of laboratories, that vary between different

concentrations.

The maximum limit for 3-MCPD in soy sauce and

hydrolysed vegetable protein is 20mg kg�1 (EU, 2006c). The

uncertainty profile can be used to find the expected lowest

measurement result that demonstrates that a sample does

not comply with legislation (critical measurement result for

demonstrating non-compliance, line B in Figure 4, 35 mg

kg�1), and an expected upper limit for the concentration of

3-MCPD that may be in a sample that has produced a result

at the critical level (line C in Figure 4, 68 mg kg�1).

Similarly, the profile can be used to test whether a method

gives results that are equivalent to a method that meets

criteria for performance based on precision and bias. For

example Regulation 333/2007 sets the following criteria for

methods for the measurement of 3-MCPD in foods.

Recovery between 75% and 110% at all concentrations

and upper limits for ‘precision’3 of:

4 mg kg�1 at a concentration of 20 mg kg�1.

6 mg kg�1 at a concentration of 30 mg kg�1.

7 mg kg�1 at a concentration of 40 mg kg�1.

8 mg kg�1 at a concentration of 50 mg kg�1.

15 mg kg�1 at a concentration of 100 mg kg�1.

The lower limit L of the range within which analytical

results can be expected, for a method that meets the criteria,

is given by

L ¼ x:RL � zg:s

and the upper limit U is given by

U ¼ x:RU � zg:s ð3Þ

where x is the estimated true concentration, RL and RU are

lower and upper limits to recovery, zg is a coverage factor

taken from the normal distribution associated with the

coverage probability g, and s is the upper limit for precision

at concentration x. For a 95% confidence interval g is equal

to 2.

Figure 3 Uncertainty profile for a method for the measurement of 3-

monochloropropane-1,2-diol in food. , average of measurement

results; ——, 95% confidence interval for measurement results.

Figure 4 Use of the uncertainty profile to estimate the capability of a

method for the measurement of 3-monochloropropane-1,2-diol (3-

MCPD) in food to control the presence of 3-MCPD against a legislative

limit. , average of measurement results; ——, 95% confidence

interval for measurement results; A ......., maximum limit for 3-MCPD; B

......., critical measurement result for demonstrating non-compliance

with the limit; C ......., highest concentration of 3-MCPD that might not

(P = 0.025) produce a result above the critical measurement result.

A problem with these criteria is that the condition (repro-

ducibility, intermediate, repeatability, sub-repeatability) un-

der which precision is to be estimated is not specified.

Reproducibility is assumed here.
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Hence, a profile for within which we can expect to see

95% of results is given by a linear interpolation of the points

(x, L, U) shown in Table 2.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the uncertainty

profile derived from collaborative trial results and the target

profile derived from the analytical criteria (Table 2). The

uncertainty profile for the method is outside of the target

profile for concentrations o 40 mg kg�1. Hence, based on

the collaborative trial results, the method cannot be ex-

pected to produce results that are consistent with the

analytical criteria across the full concentration range, but

may produce results that are consistent with the criteria for

samples that contain more than 40mg kg�1 3-MCPD.

A comparison between the uncertainty profile and criter-

ia for standard uncertainty can also be made. Given a

maximum limit for standard uncertainty given by uf [Equa-

tion (2)] based on an LOD (5mg kg�1 in this case) and ‘a’

(Table 1), then the lower limit L of the range within which

analytical results can be expected, for a method that meets

the criteria for standard uncertainty, is given by:

L ¼ x � zg:uf

and the upper limit is given by:

L ¼ x þ zg:uf ð4Þ

where x is the estimated true concentration, zg is a coverage

factor taken from the normal distribution associated with

the coverage probability g.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the uncertainty

profile derived from collaborative trial results and the target

profile derived [Equation (4)] from the target standard

uncertainty (Table 1) with a coverage factor (zg) of 2. Hence,

the results produced during the collaborative trial are not

consistent with the required standard uncertainty at any

concentration: results tended to be too high at low concen-

trations and too low at high concentrations.

The uncertainty associated with estimates of the concen-

tration of 3-MCPD using the method in a particular

laboratory was estimated using 17 Food Analysis Perfor-

mance and Assessment Scheme4 proficiency test results

produced by that laboratory. Proficiency test results are

particularly useful because the assigned value in Food

Analysis Performance and Assessment Scheme rounds is

usually calculated as the robust mean of submitted results.

The submitted results typically come from a large number of

laboratories using a range of analytical methods. The

assigned value is a good estimate of the true concentration

Table 2 Uncertainty profile based on analytical criteria for methods for

the measurement of 3-monochloropropane-1,2-diol in food (Regulation

333/2007)

Estimated true concentration (x,

mg kg�1)

Lower limit (L,

mg kg�1)

Upper limit (U,

mg kg�1)

20 7 30

30 10.5 45

40 16 58

50 21.5 71

100 45 140

Figure 5 Comparison of uncertainty profile for measurement of 3-

monochloropropane-1,2-diol in food to analytical criteria in Regulation

333/2007. , average of measurement results; ——, 95%

confidence interval for measurement results; – – –, 95% confidence

interval for a method that just meets criteria for recovery and precision.

Figure 6 Comparison of uncertainty profile for measurement of 3-

monochloropropane-1,2-diol in food to criteria for standard uncertainty

in Regulation 333/2007. , average of measurement results; , ——

95% confidence interval for measurement results; – – –, 95% confidence

interval for a method that just meets legislative requirement for

measurement uncertainty.

http://www.fapas.com
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of analyte in the test materials. Also, because each round

uses a new material, the uncertainty associated with the

assigned value is included in the observed variation of the

difference between a laboratory’s results and the assigned

values.

For each proficiency test result y the ratio R = y/a was

calculated where a was the assigned value for the concentra-

tion of 3-MCPD in the test material. The standard deviation

(s) and average ð�RÞof the ratios was also calculated. A lower

limit (L) for the range within which results could be

expected to lie was given by

L ¼ x:ð�R� s:tg:n�1Þ

and the upper limit was given by:

U ¼ x:ð�Rþ s:tg:n�1Þ ð5Þ

where tg,n� 1 is the value of the inverse t-distribution with

n� 1 degrees of freedom at the 1� gth percentile, n is the

number of results, and x is estimated true concentration.

A comparison of proficiency test results produced by the

laboratory using the method validated by the collaborative

trial, and an estimate of uncertainty derived from them, to a

target profile derived from the target standard uncertainty

(Figure 7) shows that the laboratory does produce results

that meet the target for standard uncertainty. Hence, the

laboratory’s results generated using the method are fit for the

purpose of testing samples against the legislative limit

because the criterion for standard uncertainty is met.

The uncertainty profile can also be used to directly

compare targets for method performance that are expressed

on different scales. For example, a plot of the target profile

based on analytical criteria for the measurement of 3-MCPD

[Equation (3), Table 2] with the target profile based on the

target for standard uncertainty [Equation (2), Table 1] shows

that the performance target based on criteria is a little more

generous then that based on standard uncertainty (Figure 8).

This is a general pattern that can be observed across the other

analytes mentioned in Regulation 333/2007, and in other

legislation giving targets for method performance (e.g. for

mycotoxins, EU, 2006d) and for fusarium toxins (EU, 2007).

The main point of examining the use of the uncertainty

profile for looking at the performance of the method for the

measurement of 3-MCPD in such detail is because it

demonstrates how uncertainty profiles can be used to easily

express and compare different targets for (analytical criteria,

target standard uncertainty), and observations of (perfor-

mance summary from collaborative trial, proficiency test

results), analytical performance (Figures 5–8). Also, the use

of the profile to set a critical level for measurement results

when testing for compliance with legislation (equivalent to

CCa in Decision 2002/657/EC, EU, 2002) and assessing the

capability of a method to detect non-compliance by finding

the highest concentration that might not be detected as non-

compliant (equivalent to CCb in 2002/657/EC) was demon-

strated (Figure 4).

Conclusion: which approach to selecting valid
methods is best?

The answer suggested by our examination of the relations

between approaches to judging the validity of methods is

that all approaches: the use of standard methods, the use of

methods that meet criteria for traditional validation para-

meters and approaches based on measurement uncertainty

have value.

Figure 7 Comparison between proficiency test results for 3-

monochloropropane-1,2-diol in food and criteria for measurement

uncertainty in Regulation 333/2007. , proficiency test results; ——, 95%

confidence interval for measurement results; – – –, 95% confidence

interval for a method that just meets legislative requirement for

measurement uncertainty.

Figure 8 Comparison between analytical criteria and criteria for

measurement uncertainty in Regulation 333/2007.
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The wide availability of standard methods which are

designed, and demonstrated, to be reliably and economically

implementable by a large number of laboratories is a

valuable starting point for laboratories who need to produce

valid measurement results in support of food safety and

legislation. The use of standard methods will not be super-

seded as long as there remains a demand from non-specialist

laboratories that need ready access to methodology that will

be reliable and easy to implement ‘off the shelf ’.

However the use of a standard method is not the end of

the story for various reasons. The first reason is that while

we can be confident that standard methods are reliable and

robust within their scope of application, the users of the

method need to provide an objective measure that they are

able to apply the method correctly to have confidence in the

results produced by standard methods. The second reason is

that technology and to an even greater extent ‘events’ move

faster than Standards. Standard methods will not always be

there when we need them, or when they are available there

may be other methods, which could do a better job. We need

to be able to tell when methods will produce results that are

good enough to deal with a particular event, and when

methods will produce results that are at least as good as a

standard method.

The paragraph above mentions several reasons why we

might need to know about the performance of an analytical

method. And in general ‘users’ of methods (and results

produced by the methods) will want to know about method

performance: analysts, risk managers, producers, consumers

and legislators, all of whom might at some point need to

understand what valid analytical methods can do. So we need

to have descriptions of the performance of valid methods of

analysis that can be easily understood or translated.

We have shown how describing method performance

using measurement uncertainty provides a versatile ap-

proach that encompasses, and makes comparable (Figure

9), approaches based on formal validation by collaborative

trial, the traditional parameters used by analysts to describe

method performance and performance data generated dur-

ing use of a method. Consideration of measurement un-

certainty using approaches such as the uncertainty profile

also makes it easy to assess and communicate the practical

impact of uncertainty.

The main challenge for the analyst is that application of

this approach relies more heavily on calculation and data

analysis than on traditional multi-criteria laboratory valida-

tion. Largely this is a problem associated with the applica-

tion of the bottom-up approach to uncertainty (estimating

the size of each individual source of uncertainty and then

combining mathematically), which may need many experi-

ments undertaken especially to estimate uncertainty fol-

lowed by many calculations and some algebra. However, in

the last 10 years, simpler approaches to estimating uncer-

tainty have become more popular, including some of the

approaches described in this paper.
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